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For the attention of Gill McMurray 

Planning Co-Ordinator  

Future Biogas Limited,  

Via Email:  gill.mcmurray@futurebiogas.com 

 

 

Dear Gill 

 

Thank you for your letter of 10th February 2021, which sets out to summarise your position 

on a range of issues. However, Burnham Thorpe Parish Council (BTPC) feels it does not 

adequately respond to requests made in the letter to you of  11th December 2020, and 

subsequently.  

  

At the meeting of 26th January 2021 you made a strong commitment to improve 

communications with local communities. BTPC sincerely look forward therefore, to you 

demonstrating this commitment, and ask you consider the following:  

  

Our earlier requests and questions are summarised below (italics denotes extracts from our 

11th December 2020 letter, planning brief or subsequent exchanges): 

  

1….As the brief is a public domain document, I would be grateful if you could correct any 

errors or significant omissions as soon as possible.  

 

Unless you advise otherwise, the planning brief will be regarded as a statement of fact. BTPC 

does not state it considers Egmere Energy’s (EE) planning consent is invalid, simply that: 

Given the substantially different data….not available at the application, and the… limits to 

consultation, the AD plant might not have been consented. A planning lawyer’s advice would 

be needed before taking a view on the validity of the consent. We also draw to your attention 

BTPC understanding that, contrary to your letter’s statement, you are not currently fully 

compliant with all matters relating to your existing consent.  

  

2....provide the plant’s application for subsidy to Ofgem, as the information it contains 

should help answer some of the concerns raised.  

 

BTPC now understands the process a little better. The BTPC would therefore be grateful if 

you could provide your most recent auditors’ reports, as submitted to Ofgem, and the EE 

reports which were subject to audit. The BTPC also look forward to receiving 2020 reports in 

due course. In addition to the BTPC mid-December request, it has also asked for these 
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documents by phone and email to your auditor Synertree and yourselves shortly after the 26th 

January 2021 meeting. A request was also made to your other auditor, Ricardo, without 

success.  

  

3…set out how you plan to return Egmere’s operations to those described in 2012. 

 

The BTPC recognise that EE currently has no plans to do this, but look forward to working 

with EE to discover why the 2012 expectations have not been attainable, as this may help 

find ways for you to operate sustainably, in accordance with your original intentions. 2020 

operations were not sustainable, by any measure. 

  

4.  Please provide 2020’s origin and destination (O&D) information. 

 

Your 27th January 2021 email stated you needed the consent of farmers and contractors 

before releasing this. You were assured in an email from our Chairman (08/02/21): There will 

be no breach of commercial-in-confidence requirements if O&D information is provided … 

on a village/parish basis – happy to discuss…if you need help. Your letter of 10th February 

2021 then repeats your 27th January 2021 statement. This may be an oversight on your part, 

and BTPC remain happy to help. As already advised (see BTPC 15th February 2021 meeting 

note response), EE’s slide (attached) shows feed crop locations, effectively putting supplier 

information in the public domain. BTPC has no interest in identifying the farmers who supply 

your feedstock. It is assumed the other parties (“contractors”) are your transport providers 

and we also have no interest in identifying them. You state you will release information on a 

confidential basis to a statutory body. BTPC is a statutory body but sees no need for O&D 

information to be confidential.   

  

BTPC looks forward to your help to help us gain a better understanding of your business, to 

enable us to work with you to support the sustainable development of Egmere’s operations.  

 

BTPC looks forward to hearing from you. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

Sarah Raven 

Clerk on behalf of the Burnham Thorpe Parish Council 


